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Quantitative optical determination of the shape of Cu nanocrystals
in a composite film
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We demonstrate that optical extinction spectroscopy can be used to determine the effective shape of
Cu nanocrystals~NCs! embedded in a transparent amorphous Al2O3 host both produced by pulsed
laser deposition. The axial ratio of the NCs was extracted from the positions of the surface plasmon
modes of the optical extinction spectra of the nanocomposite film. Comparison to the results
obtained by grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering shows excellent agreement. Thus, optical
spectroscopy can be used as a simple, easily accessible, and versatile tool for the characterization of
the NCs that form nanocomposite films. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1362403#
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INTRODUCTION

Composite materials containing nanocrystals~NCs! have
interesting and potentially useful physical and chemi
properties that are different from those of the bu
material.1–4 This behavior opens up the possibility of fabr
cating new materials with tailor-made characteristics by
ploiting the dependence of the properties of the nanocom
ite on the mean size of the NCs. In addition to the size,
shapeof such NCs also influences the nanocomposite pr
erties considerably.1–4 For example, nonspherical, metal NC
embedded in insulating materials offer enhanced dielec
and optical properties, making them a credible alternative
existing materials for devices such as integrated polariz
with high extinction ratios4 or all-optical ultrafast switches
with response times of only few picoseconds.5

However, precise, easy characterization of metal N
with nonspherical shapes has been a great challenge in
past in part because of the difficulty to produce such N
with controlled shapes.4 It has recently been shown tha
Cu:Al2O3 nanocomposite films grown by pulsed laser dep
sition have Cu NCs of controlled dimensions and that the
of argon pressure during growth promotes the formation
oblate nanocrystals.6,7 The objective of the work reporte
here is to implement optical extinction spectroscopy w
polarized light as an easy and efficient means by which
quantitatively determine the effective aspect ratio of obl
NCs in these nanocomposite films. This technique offers s
eral advantages over other methods, the most essentia
being its noninvasive character. Furthermore, the met

a!Electronic mail: j.gonzalo@io.cfmac.csic.es
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does not require specially prepared samples like high res
tion transmission electron microscopy and it is readily acc
sible as opposed to grazing incidence small angle x-ray s
tering ~GISAXS! that requires the use of a large facility.

The method relies on the particular linear optical pro
erties of nanocomposite materials formed by metal NCs e
bedded in a dielectric matrix whose optical extinction spec
are generally characterized by the presence of large r
nances. These resonances are attributed to excitation of
mon polaritons, i.e., to oscillations of the free electron g
driven by the electromagnetic field, generally referred to
surface plasmon resonances~SPRs!.4,8 The energetic posi-
tions, widths, and amplitudes of the SPRs depend on
dielectric functions of the metal of which the NCs are co
posed and on those of the surrounding material. The opt
properties also vary with the size and shape of the N
Spherical NCs, that do not interact with each other, exhib
single resonance whose frequency remains essentially
stant for dimensions~B! much lower than the wavelength o
the incident light ~l!, B!l. If the NCs resemble oblate
spheroids, i.e., rotational ellipsoids with two main axesH
,B, two resonances appear, usually denoted as~1,0! and
~1,1! modes. The~1,1! mode results from excitation of th
SPR in the direction of the long axis~B! of the NCs whereas
the ~1,0! mode is brought about by excitation of collectiv
oscillations in the direction of the short axis~H!. This behav-
ior also holds for NCs embedded in composites that do
only resemble rotational ellipsoids, but are usually a
aligned in the sense that the short axes~H! all point along the
direction of the film normal, whereas the long axes~B! lie in
the film plane.9
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The specific optical response of oblate NCs to the in
dent electromagnetic field implies that the absorption spe
depend on the polarization of the radiation:p-polarized light
can excite both the collective electron oscillation para
@~1,1! mode# and perpendicular@~1,0! mode# to the surface,
i.e., in the direction of the long and short axes, wher
s-polarized light only stimulates the~1,1! mode.9 Therefore,
the positions of the SPR modes depend on the aspect
(H/B) of the NCs, making optical extinction spectrosco
with polarized light an elegant means by which to quant
tively determine the effective aspect ratio of oblate NCs.

EXPERIMENT

Nanocomposite Cu:Al2O3 thin films were prepared by
sequential pulsed laser deposition using an ArF excimer l
beam @l5193 nm, t520 ns full width at half maximum
~FWHM!# operating at 10 Hz. The laser beam was sequ
tially focused on the surface of high purity Al2O3 and Cu
targets at an angle of incidence of 45° to lead to an aver
energy density of'2 J/cm2, a value large enough to abla
both targets. The targets were mounted onto a computer
trolled holder that provides both continuous rotation of
the targets and sequential ablation of each target. The fi
were grown at room temperature on Si and glass substr
placed 32 mm from the target surface, either at a base p
sure of 1.331026 mbar ~vacuum! or at Ar pressures of 1.3
31024 and 6.531023 mbar.

The reflectivity of the growing film was measuredin situ
and a comparison of it to the calculated expected evolu
allowed us to determine the film thickness and effective
fractive index.7 The average deposition rates per pulse
Al2O3 and Cu were first determined by growing pure film
100 and 15 nm thick, respectively. Amass metal thicknessof
1 nm was required to achieve isolated NCs, where the t
mass thickness refers to the effective thickness that the
would have if it were a continuous film.10 The number of
laser pulses on each target was selected to produce app
mately 20 nm thick Al2O3 layers alternated with five layer
containing Cu NCs with average dimensions of a few nm6,7

As was earlier reported, Ar pressure can be used to cha
the in-planeshape of the NCs.6,7 This produces a decrease
the average deposition rates compared to those determin
vacuum and thus new calibration specimens were prep
under the gas pressures studied and the number of
pulses on each target was increased accordingly to ach
films with similar thickness and Cu content. Further deta
of the synthesis procedure of the nanocomposite films ca
found elsewhere.6,7 Table I summarizes the experiment
conditions used to produce the Cu:Al2O3 films.

Films deposited on Si substrates were analyzed
GISAXS to determine the average dimensions of Cu N
The energy was set to 8049 eV, corresponding to a wa
length of 0.154 nm. The distance between the sample and
detector was 650 mm and the angle of incidence was slig
higher than the critical angle of the films~a'0.22°! in order
to penetrate into the layer.11 The Cu content in these film
was determined by Rutherford backscattering spectrom
~RBS! using a 2.0 MeV4He1 beam. The backscattered pa
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ticles were detected at an angle of 150° and the experime
spectra were simulated using theRUMP program.12

The optical extinction spectra of the nanocompos
films deposited on glass substrates were measured unde
bient conditions usingp-polarized light of a Xe arc lamp
combined with a monochromator. The photon energ
ranged fromE51.0 to 5.0 eV and the spectral resolution w
DE510 meV. The angle of incidence was 45° with respe
to the surface normal of the film. All spectra were correct
for the spectral emission profile of the Xe arc lamp, t
wavelength dependent transmission of the optical com
nents, and of the Al2O3 films without metal doping as well a
for the spectral response of the photodiodes used to de
the light intensity before and after passing through
sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the analysis of the film thickness and co
position by RBS are summarized in Table I. It is clearly se
that whereas the films have a similar thickness~'13363
nm!, the Cu areal density is higher in the films grown in A
pressure than those grown in vacuum. This result indica
that the deposition rate of Cu in Ar is higher than the avera
estimated value. Scattering of the species ejected from
target by the background gas atoms during the ablation
cess has been found to produce a decrease in the depo
rate in the pressure range considered in this work (<6.5
31023 mbar). Therefore, the observed behavior is related
processes taking place at the substrate during the early s
of growth. The decrease of desorption/re-emission due to
lower kinetic energy of the species reaching the subst
when deposition takes place in Ar and the formation
nucleation centers in areas where Ar atoms have been
sorbed in the surface have been proposed as possible m
nisms responsible for the increase of the sticking coeffici
of the Cu atoms when growth takes place in Ar.7

The analysis of the GISAXS patterns obtained for t
different films allows the determination not only of the e
fective values of the in-plane diameter^B& of the NCs but
also of their height̂ H& in the direction perpendicular to th
film plane and their mean separation^D& in the film plane.6

The values of̂ B& and ^H& are shown in Fig. 1 for films
grown in vacuum and at the different Ar pressures cons
ered, while the value of̂D&, not shown, was found in al
cases to be close to 6 nm. It is seen that the values of^B&
increase from 2.8 to 4.0 nm, whereas^H& remains close to
2.6 nm for the Ar pressures considered. The^H&/^B& ratio,

TABLE I. Experimental parameters used to grow the Cu:Al2O3 nanocom-
posite films, Cu areal density per layer, and total thickness of the fi
determined from RBS andRUMP simulations.

Ar pressure
~mbar!

No. of pulses
in Al2O3 per

layer

No. of pulses
in Cu per

layer

Cu areal density
per layer

(31015 at./cm2)
Thickness

~nm!

1.33 1026 1400 150 5.0 136
1.33 1024 1460 160 7.0 130
6.53 1023 1700 170 8.5 136
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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also shown in Fig. 1, is a measure of the effective asp
ratio of the NCs embedded in the films: values close to
mean that the NCs are quasispherical while values belo
indicate that the NCs are oblate with the long dimens
being in the film plane. It is clearly seen in Fig. 1 that t
effective aspect ratio is close to 1 for films grown in vacuu
whereas it decreases to 0.7 for films grown at
31023 mbar.

Figure 2 shows the effective in-plane sections calcula
from the dimensions of the NCs determined using GISA
for films grown at the Ar pressures considered. Results
tained from transmission electron microscopy~TEM! analy-
sis of samples prepared under the same experimental co
tions, published elsewhere,7 are included for comparison. A
an example, the TEM images corresponding to films gro
in vacuum and at 6.531023 mbar of Ar are shown as inset
in Fig. 2. The dark areas in the images, which correspon
the Cu NCs, are embedded in an homogeneous backgr
that corresponds to the Al2O3 host. Previous structural stud
ies using high resolution TEM~HRTEM! of Cu:Al2O3 nano-
composite films grown under similar experimen
conditions13,14 have shown the presence of lattice fringes
the dark areas, thus indicating that the Cu NCs are crys

FIG. 1. d Mean diameter̂B& of the Cu NCs in the film plane and~n! mean
height ^H& of the NCs in the direction perpendicular to the film plane a
function of the Ar gas pressure used during deposition as determine
GISAXS. ~h! Aspect ratio,̂ H&/^B&, of the NCs.

FIG. 2. In-plane section of the Cu NCs as a function of the Ar gas pres
used during deposition calculated from both~j! the ^B& determined from
GISAXS and~s! the TEM data reported in Ref. 7. The in-plane sectio
were considered circular and elliptical, respectively. The insets show T
images of films grown~a! in vacuum and~b! at 6.531023 mbar of Ar~taken
from Ref. 7!. The estimated errors in the determination of the in-pla
sections are included as error bars.
Downloaded 09 Mar 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to A
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line, whereas the Al2O3 matrix was found to be amorphous
The structural analysis of the samples reported in Ref
showed that the in-plane section of the NCs evolves fr
circular to elongated when the Ar pressure is increased
ing deposition. It was also found that the elongated NCs
randomly oriented in the film plane. Thus, the value of^B&,
calculated from GISAXS patterns, corresponds to an eff
tive diameter of the NCs in the film plane and in this ca
the in-plane section was assumed to be circular, with
estimated error being 10%. In the case of data obtained f
TEM, an elliptical section was considered to estimate
in-plane section of the Cu NCs using the average sizes
ported along the long~L! and short~S! axes of the Cu NCs in
Ref. 7: 2.860.9 and 2.160.4 nm for films grown in vacuum;
3.661.5 and 2.360.4 nm for films grown at 1.3
31024 mbar of Ar and 6.062.9 and 3.160.6 nm for films
grown at 6.531023 mbar of Ar. The error is calculated from
the statistical deviation of the values for the two axes. It
clearly seen in Fig. 2 that the in-plane section calcula
using both methods gives similar values within experimen
error and increases as the Ar pressure is increased. We
therefore consider that thêH&/^B& ratio shown in Fig. 1 is
a good estimation of the effective aspect ratio of the NC

Figure 3~a! shows the extinction spectra of films pre
pared both in vacuum and at the two Ar pressures con
ered. The SPR of films grown in vacuum and at an Ar pr
sure of 1.331024 mbar are well resolved and their pea
positions can be easily measured. On the contrary, fi
grown at the highest Ar pressure considered (
31023 mbar) present a rather broad SPR and thus dete
nation of the SPR peak position is more uncertain. The sp
tra of films prepared in vacuum exhibit the SPR located a
photon energy ofE52.2 eV in addition to an increase o
extinction at larger photon energies, typical for the interba
transition region of Cu NCs.4,15 The SPR for films grown in
Ar pressure, and thus having anisotropic NCs, is shifted
wards lower photon energies, the higher the Ar pressure
larger the shift of the SPR. In both cases the shift is acco

by

re

M

FIG. 3. ~a! Optical extinction spectra measured withp-polarized light at 45°
in the Cu:Al2O3 nanocomposite films deposited both in vacuum and at
creasing Ar pressures.~b! Calculated extinction spectra using the electrod
namic theory and assuming oblate Cu NCs of constant volume and
different aspect ratios: the solid line is forH/B51 and the dashed line is
for H/B50.7. The inset in~b! illustrates the meaning of this aspect ratio:H
and B are the height and the mean in-plane diameter of the NCs, res
tively.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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panied by an increase of the extinction over the whole
ergy region studied, this increase being consistent with
larger Cu content observed in the RBS experiments for fi
deposited in Ar pressure~Table I!. The broad SPR observed
particularly for those films grown in an Ar environment,
probably related to the broader shape distribution of
NCs,7 which is responsible for the increasing statistical er
in the determination of the average dimensions along th
and S axes, and to the fact that the NCs are randomly
ented in the plane. Nevertheless, only the peak position
the SPR are relevant to determine the effective aspect rat
the NCs.

In order to have a quantitative determination of the NC
aspect ratio from the optical data, the experimental extinc
spectra were simulated using electrodynamic theory in
quasistatic approximation.8 In the model, the NCs are de
scribed by rotational ellipsoids with two main axesH andB
as shown in Fig. 3~b!, the in-plane section being circular, o
diameterB. Electromagnetic coupling among the NCs w
neglected in the computations and they were assume
have the same dielectric function as the bulk material.
though it is known that dielectric functions of metal cluste
are size dependent for diametersB<15 nm ~Ref. 4!, result-
ing in strong broadening of the SPR, the use of the b
dielectric function is justified here, since the energetic po
tion of the SPR is influenced little by variations ofB for the
NCs sizes studied in this work~,10 nm!.4,9 The dielectric
function for the Al2O3 host has been taken from the da
reported elsewhere for pure host films grown by the sa
technique.7,16

The theoretical results obtained forp-polarized incident
light and NCs with constant volume and decreasing asp
ratios are shown in Fig. 3~b!. The peak positions of the ex
perimentally determined and the theoretically calcula
plasmon modes are in reasonable agreement. The reson
at E52.2 eV calculated forH/B51 is brought about by
excitation of the SPR in the Cu NCs. Such a single pea
observed in the spectra even for oblate NCs (H/B,1),
since plasmon excitation in Cu NCs is strongly affected
interband transitions.4 The ~1,0! mode is blueshifted com
pared to the resonance of spherical NCs and thus reache
energy region of the interband transitions. It is then stron
damped and, therefore, it is not observable in the spectra
contrast, the~1,1! mode is redshifted for decreasing values
H/B, i.e., away from the interband transition region. The
fore, it does not only appear clearly in the simulated spec
Fig. 3~b!, it even grows in amplitude due to the decreas
influence of the interband transitions. The theoretical cu
that matches the position of the maximum of the experim
tally determined SPR for the film grown at a pressure
1.331024 mbar leads to an aspect ratio of 0.7 that is in re
sonable agreement with the GISAXS data shown in Fig.

In addition to the broad size distribution and the rand
in-plane orientation of the NCs experimentally observe7

other processes such as aggregation,4 electromagnetic
coupling,4,17 or oxidation18 ~total or partial! of the NCs could
account for the non-negligible extinction observed at pho
energies lower than 1.8 eV. The first process can be c
pletely discarded from the TEM and GISAXS analysis of t
Downloaded 09 Mar 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to A
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samples considered in this work. Not only do TEM imag
~inset in Fig. 2 and Ref. 7! present individual and well iso
lated NCs, GISAXS spectra also show scattering respon
which are only due to isolated NCs, since the mean sep
tion among them,̂D&, presents a very well defined interfe
ence effect which is associated with good organization in
plane. The only changes observed in the spectra are t
associated witĥH& and ^B&, and thus to the anisotropy o
the NCs. Moreover, even if the possibility of aggregati
could be deduced from the TEM images, it is necessary
take into account the fact that TEM images deal with a v
small area of the sample~they are relevant to some hundre
of NCs! while GISAXS measurements are closer to the m
roscopic properties of the nanocomposite since they are
evant to values of the order of 1010 NCs. The existence o
electromagnetic coupling among NCs should also induc
redshift of the SPR as experimentally observed in our ca
The scattered fields induced by dipoles is proportional17 to
~B/2D3!. In the present casêD&'6 nm for all the films con-
sidered whereaŝB& evolves from 2.8 to 4.0 nm as shown
Fig. 1. Thus, the proportionality term is at best of the ord
of '1022 and the coupling among NCs should not be s
nificant. Finally, HRTEM studies of similar nanocomposi
films13,14have shown that the NCs exhibit lattice fringes co
sistent with crystalline Cu and, thus, the measured dim
sions correspond to metallic Cu NCs. If there is any oxid
tion of the metal, it would most likely be constrained to
thin shell surrounding the metallic NCs.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the peak position
the SPR on the effective aspect ratio. The experimental
ues were determined from Figs. 1 and 3~a! and they corre-
spond to films grown in vacuum and at the two Ar pressu
studied. The uncertainty in the peak position of the SPR
the estimated errors in the determination of the effective
pect ratios from GISAXS experiments are included in Fig
as vertical and horizontal error bars, respectively. The ca
lated position of the SPR for films containing NCs with d
ferent aspect ratios are also included for comparison. I
seen that the calculated and experimentally determined

FIG. 4. ~j! Experimental and~h! theoretical energy positions of the SP
as a function of the aspect ratio of the Cu NCs. The experimental data
obtained from both Figs. 1 and 3~a!, whereas the theoretical data we
determined using the electrodynamic theory illustrated in Fig. 3~b!. The
dashed line is only a guide for the eyes. The horizontal error bars corres
to the estimated errors in the determination of the effective aspect rati
the NCs from GISAXS measurements, whereas the vertical bars corres
to the uncertainty in the peak position of the SPR.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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are in good agreement. The poorest agreement in the ca
the film grown at the highest Ar pressure considered ('6.5
31023 mbar) is related to its broader SPR, originated by
observed broader in-plane shape distribution of the NCs7 and
the random in-plane orientation of the NCs previously m
tioned. However, the agreement observed for films grown
lower pressures demonstrates the usefulness of optica
tinction spectroscopy with polarized light for the determin
tion of the effective shape of embedded NCs.

CONCLUSIONS

We have experimentally demonstrated that the surf
plasmon resonance of pulsed laser deposited nanocomp
films formed by Cu NCs embedded in an Al2O3 host shifts
towards the red when the effective aspect ratio of the N
decreases as a consequence of an increase in their aniso
The shape of the NCs evolved from a near spherical sh
~effective aspect ratio'1! to that of oblate ellipsoids~effec-
tive aspect ratio'0.7!, with their short axis being perpen
dicular to the film plane. The experimentally measured sh
are in reasonable agreement with the ones calculated u
the electrodynamic theory in the quasistatic approximat
and thus prove that this theory combined with optical exti
tion spectroscopy measurements can be used effective
determine the shape of embedded metal NCs.
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